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Abstract: Hydrologic model parameters obtained from regional regression equations are subject
to uncertainty. Consequently, hydrologic model outputs based on the stochastic parameters are
random. This paper presents a systematic analysis of uncertainty associated with the two parameters, N and K, in Nash's IUH model from different regional regression equations. The uncertainty
features associated with N and K are further incorporated to assess the uncertainty of the resulting
IUH. Numerical results indicate that uncertainty of N and K from the regionM regression equations
are too significant to be ignored.
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1 U n c e r t a i n t i e s in regional regression e q u a t i o n s
In hydrologic and hydraulic analysis and design, system responses are often described
by empirical equations such as equation (1) in Part 1 of the accompanying paper
(Tung et al., 1995). Due to the fact that model parameters 0's are estimated from
limited amount of data, they are subject to sampling errors. Furthermore, due to
lack of perfect fit between the observed system responses and modeled responses, the
empirical models are also subject to model uncertainty represented by the error term
E. Detail discussions on the presence of uncertainties in an empirical equation are
given by Yeh and Tung (1993) and Tung (1994).
Suppose that parameters 0's and E in equation (1) are estimated involving uncertainty and they are treated as random variables. Furthermore, assume that their first
two moments (including their covariance) are quantified. Then, by the firsborder approximation (Mays arid Tung, 1992; Tung and Yen, 1993), the mean and variance of
hydrologic response y for a given basin characteristics x0 can be estimated, respectively, by
E ( y l x 0 ) ~ g(#o]x0) + #z

(32)
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Var(y0fx0) ~ Vg(p01x0) t C(0)Vg(#0lx0 + a 2

(33)

in which P~0 and ~e are vectors of means for the stocha~stic model parameters 0's
and the model error term, respectively; Vg(~01xo ) is a gradient vector measuring
the sensitivity of model response to the unit change in model parameter, that is,
Vg(~01x0 ) = [c)g/00q], evaluated at ~0; C(0) is the covarianee matrix of stochastic
model parameters; 0"~ = variance of the model error term.
When equation (1) can be expressed as equation (18a), equation (32) becomes
equation (4a) and equation (33) reduces to
2
Var(yoIxo) ~ Vg(P~blXo)t C(b)Vg("ulxo) + 0"e

:

2
x~ C(b)xo + 0"~

(34@

:

0"211 -~ x ; ( X t x ) - l x o ]

(34b)

which is identical to equation (4b) in Part 1.
It should be pointed out that, in the above quantification of uncertainty associated
with the dependent variable of a regional regression equation, only the parameter and
model uncertainties are considered while the independent variables are considered free
of errors. This treatment is consistent with the classical regression analysis by which
only the dependent variable is considered as random variable. If the uncertainties
associated with the independent variables are to be considered, special treatments in
regression analysis are required. Alternatively, a practical way is to apply methods
such as first-order variance estimation method or probabilistic point estimation procedures to regional regression models by which model inputs, parameters, and model
error term are all treated as random variables. Presently, this study limits its scope
of quantifying uncertainties associated with hydrologic regional equations in the classical sense and demonstrates how the information provided by regression analysis can
be directly utilized.
Note that the derived regional regression equations in Part 1 provide estimations of
means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficient of N and K in the log-space,
namely, #lnN, 0"1nN, #lnK, 0-INK and PlnN,lnK" Under the normality condition for ln(N)
and In(K) as shown in Part 1, the statistical moments of N and K in the original space
can be analytically derived. Without making any parametric assumptions, the mean
and variance of N and K in the original space can be approximated by methods such
as first-order variance estimation technique (Tung and Yen, 1993).
Using the analytical approach assuming bivariate log-normal distribution for N and
K, the means and variances of N and K can be computed by the following general
formulas as
#x = exp #lnx +
2

2

~x : #x [exp(cr~nx - 1)]

(35)
(36)

in which X can be N or K in the original space and In(X) be in(N) or In(K). The
correlation coefficient of N and K in the original space can be computed as
CplnN'InK°-InNO'Ir~K -- 1
RN,K =

aN~K

(37)
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in which f~N =
respectively.

O'N//-tN

and f~K = ErK/~tK are the coefficients of variation of N and K,

2 A s s e s s m e n t of u n c e r t a i n t i e s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h regionalized N a s h ' s I U H parameters

2.1 Regionalized Nash 's IUII parameters from univariate regression (UVR)
For a selected watershed with known basin characteristics, x0 = (area, L¢~, length,
Mope), the means of predicted in(N) and ln(K) can be estimated based on the regression coefficients in Table 4. The variances associated with the predicted ln(N) and
ln(K) can be estimated by either equations (343-b). By equation (343) the covariance matrix of estimated regression coefficients for each regional regression equation
is used. More specifically, the variances of ln(N) and ln(K) associated with a given
basin characteristic x0, respectively, are
~r~n(N0) = Vat [ln(N0)lxo]

= X~,lnNC(blnN)XO,lnK

q- 0.2e,.~

(38)

~2111(K0 ) = Var [ln(Ko)Ixo] = x0,1.KC(bl,K)Xo,l~ K + 0.2~lnK

(39)

in which X0,L~Nand x0,hz are, respectively, the vectors of basin characteristics in the
derived regional equations for predicting ln(N) and ln(K); C(bh~x) is the covariance
matrix associated with bL~x); and o'~ is the standard error of estimate for the corresponding regionM equation. The elements in xo,t~x should correspond to the derived
regional equation. The regression coefficients bh~N, bh~K, the model error ~r~, and the
covariance matrices for bt~N and bh~K from the UVR are provided by most statistical
packages.
Using equation (34b), the matrix (XtX) -1 associated with each derived regional
equation has to be calculated and the variances corresponding to the predicted ln(N)
and ln(K) can be calculated as
2

2

~(~o),~v~ = ~,o~,~w

[1+

t

~

Xo,,.~ ( x ~ x ~ )

~(~0),uvR = ~,.K,.vR 1 + Xo,~ ( X ~ X ~ K )

-1

]

(40)

Xo,~K

(41)

xo,~

Using the conventional univariate regression, UVR0, the correlation between the
residuals of ln(N) and ln(K) is not considered. As an approximation, the sample correlation between In(N) and In(K) can be used to account for the correlation between
the predicted model parameters. Based on Table 3(b) in Part 1, a value of PlnN,lnK
= -0.753 can be used and the covariance between the predicted model parameters is
obtained as
Coy [ln(No),ln(K0)] = -0.753 ae,o(~o),uvRere,o(~o),uva .

(42)

Based on the derived statistical moments of ln(N) and ln(K) from the regional equations, the means and variances of N and K can be computed by equations (35)-(37).

2.2 Regionalized ?Cash's IUH parameters from multivariate regression (MVR)
By the multivariate regression framework, the computations of means and variances
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of in(N) and in(K) are similar to those described for the UVR. Unlike the. univariate
case, the correlation between the residuals of in(N) and in(K) is used in equation (13)
for computing the covariance of predicted model parameters. Furthermore, because
the multivariate regression model contains the same independent variables for different dependent variables, the terms (XtX) -a in equations (40) and (41) are identical.
More specifically, for multivariate regression with intercept (MVRW), the vector of
basin characteristics involved in the derived regional equations for both In(N) and
ln(K), referring to Table 4 in Part 1, is X0,MVaW~= [1, In(Area), ln(L~), In(Slope),
ln2(Area), ln2(Slope)]. The variances associated with In(N) and in(K) can be made
as
O'2n(N0),MVRW

O'~rt(Ko),MVRW :

e~°~,MVaW

L1 + X0,MVaW(X X)MVaw X0,MVaWJ

(43)

2

[1 @ X0,MVRW
t
t -1
]
( X X)MVRw X0,MVRW

(44)

O'GInK,MVRw

The covariance between the predicted In(N) and ln(K), according to Table 4, can be
estimated by
Cov [ln(N0),ln(Ko)] = -0.77796 ITEIn(N0),MVRWO'Eln(Ko),MVI:gW

(45)

Similarly, for multivariate regression without intercept (MVRWO), the vector of
basin characteristics used in the derived regionaJ equations for both In(N) and ln(K)
is X~,MVRWo = [In(area), ln(L¢~), In(Slope), ln2(area), ln2(Stope)]. The computation
of the variances associated with ln(N) and In(K) and their covariance can be made in
the same way as equations (43)-(45) using the matrix XtX) -1, the standard errors,
and correlation coefficient provided by the statistical package.

2.3 Regionalized Nash's IUH parameters from seemingly unrelated regression (SUR)
According to Table 4 in Part 1, the basin characteristics used in the derived regional
equations for IUH parameters by the SUR are

X0,1mN,SURt ~--- [1, in(Area) ln(L~), In(Slope), lnZ(Area), ln2(Slope)]
x0,1~K,s~j
a t

= [In(Area), ln(Lc~), In(Slope), ln2(Area), ln2(Slope)]

Based on equation (14b), the covariance matrix of predicted in(N) and ln(K) can be
estimated as
[
C(lnN0,1nKo)sva =
t

C~No,SU
2
R

Coy(inN0 ,SUR,lnKo ,sua) ]

[ Cov(lnN0 sua, lnK0 sua)
,

,

a2

lnK0,SUR

XlnN,SURXlnN,SuRC (blnN,SUR ' blnK,SUR)XlnK,SU R

X~nK,suRC(blnK,SUR,blnN,SUP~) Xh~K,SUaXlnK,suRC
t
(blnN,SUa, blnK,SUR)XlnK,SUa

P~InN ,SUB.,~lnK,SURO"~InN,SURO'~lnK ,SUR

0-2~lnt(,SUR
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in which C(blnN,SUR,blnN,SUR),is a 6 x 6 covaxiance matrix of estimated regression
coefficients for ln(N), C(btnN,Sun,bh~K,sua) is a 6x5 covariance matrix between the
estimated regression coefficients for in(N) and ln(K), C(blnK,SUa, bh~K,SUR) is a 5 X5
covariance matrix of estimated regression coefficients for In(K), ~rh~N,SURand O'h~Z,sua
are the standard errors of estimate associated with the regional equations for ln(N)
and ln(K), respectively, and PelnN,elnZ is the correlation coefficient between the residuals of ln(N) and ln(g).
3 Assessment of u n c e r t a i n t y in a regionalized unit h y d r o g r a p h
From equations (15) and (16), the Nash's IUH ordinates, U(t), and those of the corresponding DUH ordinates, Urn, axe functions of model parameters N and K. However,
the values of model parameters, N and K, estimated from the regional regression
equations for a given watershed should only be regarded as nominal and are inherently subject to uncertainties. These uncertainties, through equations (15) or (16),
will be transmitted to the resulting UH ordinates. Hence, the derived IUH and DUH
for a watershed involve uncertainty. The presence of uncertainty in UH can be incorporated in reliability analysis of hydraulic structures as shown by Yeh et al. (1993)
and Zhao et al. (1995).
Since the same stochastic model parameters, namely, N and K, are used to determine the UH by equation (15) or (16), the UH ordinates at different times are not
independent but correlated. Due to the nonlinear relationship between the UH ordinates and the model parameters, analytical derivations of the joint probability density
function for the UH ordinates is practically impossible. As a practical alternative,
this study focuses on estimating the moments of UH ordinates and the correlation
among them.

3.i Methods of uncertainty analysis
For a given watershed, several methods, based on the statistical information of N
and K, can be applied to estimate the statistical moments of Nash's IUH ordinates
and those of the corresponding DUH (Tung and Yen, 1993). Although the first-order
variance method is frequently used in uncertainty analysis, it is less attractive in this
study for the following reasons: (1) great degree of nonlinearity of Nash's IUH model;
(2) rather large variances associated with the regionalized model parameter estimators; and (3) requirement of computing derivatives of u(t) which is a cumbersome
exercise.
For the above reason, two probabilistic point-estimate (PE) methods, namely,
Rosenblueth's method and Haxr's method were applied. The PE methods evaluate
uncertainty of a model output subject to stochastic model parameters by computing
the model's responses at specified points in the parameter space. Therefore, probabilistic PE methods do not require computations of derivatives of U(t) with respect
to N and K. By a probabilistic PE method, proper candidate points in the parameter
space for function evaluations are selected to preserve the probabilistic characteristics of stochastic parameters. The general consideration is to preserve moments of
stochastic model parameters. However, the required input moments vary among probabilistic PE algorithms. It has been shown by Karmeshu and Laxa-Rosano (1987)
that the first-order variance method is a special case of probabilistic PE methods
when the uncertainty of stochastic parameters are small.
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3.1.1 Rosenblueth's Point Estimation Method - In 1975, Rosenblueth proposed a
probabilistic P E algorithm to deal with uncertainty analysis of a model involving
symmetric stochastic parameters. It was later extended to handle non-symmetric
variables (Rosenblueth 1981). The fundamental principle of the method is to determine the points for model evaluation in the parameter space in such a manner that
the first three statistical moments of each individual stochastic p a r a m e t e r are preserved. The locations of the two points, x+ and x_, and the corresponding probability
masses, p+ and p_, are obtained by solving
p++p_

= i

p+z+-p_z_
p + z +2- - p _ z

= #z = 0
2_ =

cr2 := i

p+z~_ - p_z a- = "7

(47)

in which z_ = Ix_ - #1/o% z+ = x+ - #l/~r, and -/is the skew coefficient of the random
variable X. The four unknowns in equation (47) can be obtained as

z+=~+
z_

p+

==

Z+--%

--

Z_
z++z_

p_ = l - p +

(48)

Once the two points in the standardized space are obtMned, the corresponding points
in the original space can be respectively determined from
x_

---- # - - Z _ O "

x+ = # + z + ~

(49)

For a multivariate model involving n stochastically correlated parameters,
W = g(X) = g(Xt, X2, ..., X,), the two-point representations for each of the variable
are computed and permuted to form the 2n points in the p a r a m e t e r space for model
evaluations, Hence, the moments about the origin of model output, W, can be estim a t e d as
~W,m =
'

E(wm)

~

E
"" '" " E
P(al,...,6,) wm
(61,..,,~°)
6~=+,5n=+,'

(50)

in which subscript, 5i, I = l ~ n , is a sign indicator and can only be + or - representing the model p a r a m e t e r Xi having the value of xi+ or xi_, respectively, as the two
points locations obtained in the univariate case; W(6~,...,s~) is the corresponding model
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output value evaluated at the selected point. If the stochastic model parameters are
independent, the weighing factor, p(:l ...,~,), is simply the product of the marginal
probability masses from the univaxiate case. When correlation among the stochastic
model parameters exists, a correction term is added to the product as
P(~'"'"a') = H

Pi, al + y ~

i=1

i=1 k j = i + l

(~i(~j&ij

(51)

/

in which Pi+ and pi- represent the probability masses at point locations xi+ and xi-,
respectively; aij is determined as
pij/2 n

(52)

where Pij is the correlatipn coefficient between stochastic model parameters Xl and
Xj. The m-th order central moment of W, #w,m, can be obtained from the non-central
!
moments, #w,m, by
in
PW,m

:

,~_ 1,-- )
i=0

i ~/'tW) ~ W , m - - i

(53)

where C~=m!/[I!(m-I)!], a binomial coefficient and #w=E(W).
To yield each point estimate for the model output, the model W(X) must be evaluated once. From equation (50), one realizes that 2~ model evaluations are required
for a model involving n stochastic model parameters. As the number of stochastic
model parameters increasing, Rosenbtueth's algorithm becomes computational less
attractive.
3.1.2 Harr's Point Estimation Method - rib circumvent the potential computational
disadvantage of Rosenblueth's algorithm, an alternative probabilistic PE method was
proposed by Harr (1989). Harr's algorithm ignores the skewness of the variables and,
therefore, is theoretically appropriate for treating stochastic variables having normal
distributions.
By Harr's algorithm, a hypersphere with radius v ~ centered at the origin in
the standardized parameter space is constructed for a model involving n correlated
stochastic model parameters. The points for model evaluation are selected at the
intersections of the hypersphere and the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of the
stochastic model parameters resulting in two intersections on each eigenvector. For
problems involving n stochastic model parameters, the number of total points selected for model evaluations is 2n. Thus, the amount of computations using Harr's
algorithm is significantly less than Rosenblueth's algorithm as n increases. To calculate the statistical moments of model output, the point estimates are weighted by the
eigenvalues associated with the correlation matrix. Harr's probabilistic PE algorithm
is summarized as the following:
1. The correlation matrix of the stochastic model parameters, Rx, is decomposed
as

Rx

-

VLV t

(54)
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where V = [vl, v2< ' - , vn] is the eigenvector matrix with Vl, v2,-. ' , Via being the
column vectors of the eigenvectors; L = diag(11, t 2 , - " , An) is the corresponding
diagonal eigenvalue matrix with 1 1 , 1 2 , ' - ' , An being the eigenvalues.
2. Along each eigenvector in the standardized parameter space, the coordinates of
two intersection points on the hypersphere with a radius of x/if, centered at the
origin, is determined as
zli = -t-vfff vj, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n

(55)

where zi+ and zi- is the column vectors containing the coordinates of two intersection points along the t-th eigenvector, vi, in the standardized parameter
space. Then, the coordinates of the 2n intersection points in the originM parameter space are obtained as
xi~ = tt q- D1/2zi±, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n

(56)

where x is the column vector containing the coordinates of the intersection points
in the original parameter space; tt is the vector of the expected values of stochastic model parameters; and D 1/2 is the diagonal matrix containing the standard
deviations of the stochastic model parameters.
3. Based on the two points selected along each eigenvector, compute the corresponding model output values wi± = g(xi+) for I=1 to n.
4. The m-th order moment about the origin for the model output can be computed
as

Aiwm
,
=
#W,ra

E(w

TM) =

_

i=1

(57)

i=1

where
w~ --

in
Igt
wi+
+ wi_
2

(5s)

[[?hen, the central moments can be obtained by equation (53).

3.2 Assessment of uncertainties of regionalized unit hydrograph
The stochastic model parameters involved in the determination of UH are N and K
whose statistical characteristics can be obtained from the regional regression equations
as illustrated in Section 3.1. Therefore, referring to the above two PE methods, n=2
and the model W ( X ) is the IUH, U(tlN,K), by equation (15) or the DUH, Um(N,K),
by equation (16).
For a given watershed with known basin characteristics, depending on the regression procedure employed, the means and variances of N and K, and their correlation
coefficient p(N,K) can be obtained from the regional regression equations. Then,
from the two P E algorithms, four points in the N-K parameter space are chosen for
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computing the IUH and/or DUH ordinates. According to equation (50) for Rosenblueth's approach or equation (57) for Harr's algorithm, the means and variances of
U(t) and Um can be computed.
To compute the correlation coetficients among ordinates in a IUH, the probabilistic
PE methods can be applied to compute the expectation of the following model
W

=

g(N,K)

---- U ( t ) U ( t ' )

--

1
( t t " ~ N-i - ~ - ~
t'
K2F2(N ) \ K 2 ]
e x ,t ¢

(59)

in which t and t t represent different time instances. Once the expectation of U(t)U(t')
is obtained~ the covariance and correlation coefficient of IUH ordinates at different
times can be computed, respectively, as
Cov[U(t),U(t')] = E[U(t)U(t')] -E[U(t)]EU(t')]

(60)

and

p[u(t),u(t')]

= Cov[U(t),U(t')]

(61)

~ru(t)~u(t,)
in which E[U(t)] and erc(t) are the mean and standard deviation of U(t), respectively.
Similarly, to compute the correlation coefficient among ordinates of a DUH of a
specified duration, the expectation of UmUm, for m~m.', is calculated by the PE
methods with Um computed by equation (16). Then, the covariance and correlation
coefficient of Um and Urn, can be obtained by equations (60) and (61), with U(t) and
U(t') replaced by Um and Urn,, respectively.
4 Application
To illustrate the application of the two probabilistic PE methods to assess the uncertainty features of a IUH and DUH from a regional regression equations, a watershed
was selected for which the uncertainties associated with its regional IUH and DUH
were obtained. In this application, the results of uncertainty analysis affected by the
three regional regression analysis procedures and the two PE methods were examined.
The watershed selected in this application is the portion of Tan-Shui River upstream
of Jei-Shou Bridge. The watershed characteristics are listed in Table 1 in Part 1.
Statistical moments of in(N) and ln(K) from the various regional regression equations are shown in Table 7. The UVR0 and UVR1 have the identical values for the
means and standard deviations of ln(N) arid In(K) except that UVR1 considers the
sample correlation between the two parameters in the log-space. The statistical moments of N and K in their original space can be obtained by equations (35)-(37) and
are tabulated in Table 7.
It is interesting to note that the values of N and K of the four points selected by the
two probabilistic PE methods for uncertainty assessment of IUH and DUH as shown
in Table 8. When N and K are treated as bivariate normal variables as in UVR1,
MVRW, MVRWO, and SUR, the four points selected by Harr's and Rosenblueth's
methods for uncertainty analysis are identical. Under the UVR0 in which N and K
are considered as independent, the four points selected by the two PE methods are
different with Rosenblueth's method giving its points in a narrower range. Under the
analytical assumptions of lognormal distributions for N and K, the selected points by
the two PE methods are different because primarily Rosenblueth's method considers
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Table 7. Statistical moments of N and K for Tan-Shui watershed at aei-Shou Bridge from different
regional equations.

UVRO
UVR1
MVRW
MVRWO
SUR

~lnN

O'lnN

~InK

(::rinK

fllnN,lnK #N

0*N

#K

O'K

flN,K

1.072
1.072
1.072
0.875
0.988

0.4322
0.4322
0,4322
0.4144
0.4184

0.5792
0.5792
0.5502
0.7081
0.7081

0.6035
0.6035
0.6327
0.5954
0.5954

0.0000
-0.702
-0.780
-0.782
-0.756

1.453
1.453
1.453
1.131
1.282

2.141
2.141
2.141
2.424

1.419
1.419
1.419
1.581
1 .581

0.0000
-0.557
-0.604

3.206
3.206
3.206
2.613
2.931

2.424

-0 .622

-0.602

Table 8. Points used in N and K parameter space by two PE methods for assessing IUH uncertainties.
Point #1
(N,K)

Point #2
(N,K)

Point #3
(N,K)

Point #4
(N,K)

UVRO/H
UVRO/R

(3.206, 4.148)
(2.465, 1.607)

(3.206, 0.134
(6.056, 1.607

(5.260, 2.141
(2.465, 5.911

(1.151, 2.141)
(6.056, 5.911)

UVRI/H
UVRI/R

(4.658, 0.722)
(2.465, 1.607)

(1.753, 3.560
(6.056, 1.607

(4.658, 3.560
(2.465, 5.911

(6.056, 5.911)

MVRW/H
MVRW/R

(4.658, 0.632)
(2.465, 1.588)

(1.753, 3.603
(6.056, 1.588

(4.658, 3.603
(2.465, 6.287

(1.753, 0.632)
(6.056, 6,287)

MVRWO/H
MVRWO/R

(3.744, 0.843)
(2.019, 1.820)

(1.482, 4.005
(4.767, 1.820

(3.744, 4.005
(2.019, 6.560

(1.482, 0.843)
(4.767, 6.560)

SUR/H
SUR/R

(4,213, 0.843)
(2.262, 1.820)

(1.649, 4.005
(5.389, 1.820

(4.213, 4.005
(2.262, 6.560

(1.649, 0.843)
(5.389, 6.560)

Note: H = Harr's PE method is used for estimating moments of IUH
R = Rosenblueth's PE method is used for estimating moments of IUH

(1.753, 0.722)
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the skewness of N and K whereas Harfs algorithm does not. Although Rosenblueth's
method selects the four identical points for UVR0 and UVR1, the weighting functions
in equation (51) for computing the moments are different. Therefore, the resulting
mean and standard deviation of IUH and DUH will not be the same.
In the following discussions, illustrations are made using the IUH because the results for the DUH are similar. The means and standard deviations of IUH ordinates
by the two PE methods with N and K obtained from different regression procedures
are shown in Figures 2 and 5. Based on these figures, comparisons were made to
evaluate the differences in the resulting IUHs by different methods under various considerations.

4.1 Comparison of UH's with parameters from different regional regression equations
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, are the means and standard deviations of UH
obtained by Harr's PE method with N and K estimated from various regional regression equations assuming that N and K have a bivariate log-normal distribution.
As can be seen, the mean IUH and the associated standard deviation obtained from
the conventional univariate regression (UVR0), assuming independence between N
and K, are quite different from those UHs considering their correlation. By Harr's
method, consideration of correlation between N and K results in higher mean peak
discharge for the IUI-I. Among the three regional regression equations that consider
ON,K, multivariate regression with intercept (MVRW) yields the highest peak discharge, followed by multivariate regression without intercept (MVRWO). Regional
equations for N and K developed by the seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) results
in a lower peak discharge for this test case. As for the associated standard deviation,
the MVRWO, overall speaking, yields the lowest standard deviation than the other
three regression equations considering correlation in N and K. The standard deviation of the IUH ordinates computed by Harr's algorithm shows a bimodal nature
with N and K estimated from UVR1, MVRWO, and SUR during the earlier part of
the IUH.
Figures 3(a)-(b) are similar to those in Figures 2(a)-(b) in that Rosenblueth's
method were used to calculate the mean and-standard deviation of resulting IUHs.
From Figure 3(a) one observes that the shape of mean IUHs for all regional regression equations are similar. The mean and standard deviation of the resulting IUHs
at peak discharge by Rosenblueth's algorithm is about 1-1.5 cms/mm smaller than
those obtained by Harr's algorithm. The UVR0, in contrast to Figure 2(a), results in
the highest peak than all other regional equations which account for correlation in N
and K. The relative position of IUHs among the four regional equations considering
PN,K is about the same as those by Harr's method. There also exists greater similarity in temporal variation in standard deviation among different regional equations by
Rosenblueth's method as shown in Figure 3(b).

4.2 Comparison between two probabilistic point estimate methods
For this particular test case, a glance over Figures 2-3 reveals that,, when PN,K is considered in regional regression equations, Harr's method yields mean IUHs with higher
peak discharge than those by Rosenblueth's. A more detailed comparison between
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Figure 2a. Comparison of rnea,n IUHs by ttarr's method with N and K estimated from various
regression procedures.
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the two PE methods by the regional equations are shown in Figures 4-5. Except for
the UVR0, Harr's method results in higher mean peak discharge and larger standard
deviation for regional equations considering PN,K"
The consistency in lower mean peak and standard deviation for the IUH by Rosenblueth's method is attributed to the underlying difference in point selection for model
evaluation between the two PE methods. Recall that Harr's method preserves only
the first two moments of N and K implying that they are bivariate normM random
variables. On the other hand, Rosenblueth's method preserves the first three moments
of model parameters. Under the assumption that N and K are bivariate log-normal
random variables, Rosenblueth's method could account for the positive-skewed nature
of N and K marginally. The nonlinear relationship between the UH ordinates and the
model parameters, along with the presence of correlation, makes the explanations of
such behavior difficult. Based on the recent study by Chang et al. (1995), the abitity
to incorporate the skew coefficients of involved random variables by Rosenblueth's
method will improve the accuracy of uncertainty analysis.
To improve the competitiveness of Harr's method in this particular application,
the selection of points for model evaluations can be made in the log-transformed
space in which both ln(N) and ln(K) are bivariate normal random variables. Under
a bivariate standardized normal parameter space, both Harr's and Rosenblueth's
methods will select four identical points for model evaluations and the skew coefficient
of tognormal random variables in the original space can be implicitly accounted for.
Due to different weights are used in computing the statistical moments of model
response (see equations (50) and (57)), the resulting uncertainty features of model
response computed by the two probabilistic PE methods will be different. However,
the numerical experiences have indicated that the differences in estimated statistical
moments between the two PE methods, when they are placed on the same common
ground, will be negligible (Chang, 1994).
5 S u m m a r y a n d conclusions
Due to the existence of uncertainties in regional equations, the parameters N and K
in Nash's model cannot be predicted with absolute certainty. Consequently, the IUH
and DUH derived based on the uncertain N and K are also subject to uncertainty.
Prom the regional regression study, relevant statistical information can be readily
incorporated into the assessment of uncertainty associated with the IUH and DUH
of a watershed under consideration. To quantify tile uncertainty features associated
with the IUH and DUH by Nash's model, two probabilistic point estimate methods
were applied and their relative performance compared.
Results from the uncertainty analysis indicate that the effect of uncertainty in N
and K from the regional equations on the uncertainty of IUH and DUH is significant
and cannot be ignored. The correlations among the dependent variables in the regional regression equations may have profound influence on the results of uncertainty
analysis and should be considered accordingly. This effect is clearly observed in this
study which shows that, around the peak, the mean and the standard deviation of
IUH obtained from the conventional univariate regression procedure is significantly
higher. The consideration of correlation coefficient between N and K, which is neg-
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ative, leads to lower mean peak discharge and standard deviation. Therefore, using
an IUH without considering the correlation between N and K could lead to a conservative design of a hydraulic structure or over-estimation of failure probability of an
existing structure.
The paper demonstrates the applicability of two probabilistic point estimation
methods to uncertainty analysis of hydrologic models. Rosenblueth's method has
the theoretical advantage over ttarr's for its ability to account for the skew coetIicients of involved random variables, which often leads to improving the accuracy of
uncertainty analysis. On the other hand, Harr's method is more computationally viable to handle problems involving large number of random variables. To enhance the
accuracy of Harr's method, one possible way is to transform the non-normal random
variables to their equivalent normal spaces (Liu and Der Kiureghian, 1986; Chang et
at., 1994) from which the selection of points for model evaluations is made.
As a last note, the uncertainty analysis conducted herein considers only the parameter and model uncertainties associated with regional regression equations. The
main purpose is to illustrate how the information from a regression analysis can be
readily incorporated and used to quantify uncertainty features of a dependent variable. In case one wishes to further consider the uncertainty of independent variables,
then every terms in a regression model are random variables and the classical results
such as equation (34b) is no longer appropriate. In this circumstance, one practical
approach {s to apply an appropriate probabilistic point estimation method or other
techniques to assess the uncertainty of the dependent variable.
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